
08-May-2012 - Epsylon3:
-HWUI on Froyo Kernel
-Render effects
-Androidian
 
 
07-May-2012 - Epsylon3:
-return to normal gcc
-official themes support
-tether fix
-camcorder and barcode
 
28-Apr-2012 - Epsylon3:
- waiting for feed
 
 
16-Apr-2012 - Epsylon3:
- sorry but i've been out for a while...
 
06-Apr-2012 - Epsylon3:
-Bootmenu 1.1.8
-prepare teamwin recovery 2.1support
 
02-Apr-2012 - Epsylon3:
-CRT off
 
29-Mar-2012 - Epsylon3:
-Android 4.0.4
 
19-Mar-2012 - Epsylon3:
-Multitouch pressure,
-DSP manager,
-Trebuchet column count and wallpaper scrolling
 
17-Mar-2012 - Epsylon3:
-Camera Video Recording fix,
-Root control setting,
-Profiles,
-Quiet hours



 
08-Mar-2012 - Quarx:
-HW Acceleration (not full...yet)
 
05-Mar-2012 - Quarx:
-Camcorder
-Fixed laggy videos
 
05-Mar-2012:
-Camcorder
-Fixed laggy videos
 
04-Mar-2012:
-fixed screen off animation
 
03-Mar-2012:
-DroidWall Working
-Restart of fm radio fixed.
-Custom camera apps should work
 
02-Mar-2012:
(GodSlayer)
-Video recording
-Fixed Bayer camera jpeg encoder( Froyo )
-Removed 4VSEL(?)
-No Wallpaper Scrolling
 
01-Mar-2012:
(Arjoma)
-Camera Preview works... still require some tuning
-TODO: Fix Camera videos
 
29-Feb-2012:
- Camera Preview
- Camera works also on Red lens
 
26-Feb-2012:
(ChirmiPlay)
- Hw acceleration (buggy)!!!



- Wallpaper scroll
- Chrome now -partially- works.
 
24-Feb-2012:
(thanks Shubhamqweasd)
- NEW CM9 boot animation (ONLY HALF).
- FM radio works (BUGGY ON RESTART) .
- CAMERA (TESTS)(STILL NO PREVIEW)
 
20-Feb-2012:
-Tethering via Wifi and Bluetooth is supposed to work in the latest build.(Arjoma)
 
18-Feb-2012:
-Microphone fix
-Some french translations
-Wifi teather basic.
-Refreshed boot menu.
-Fixed video playback
Note- to take a photo , change the resolution between 4MP and 5MP, with focus set to auto, flash LED can be buggy too.
 
15-Feb-2012:
-Default camera kinda works (no preview) (press twice on shutter button, send the camera app to background <press home> return to camera and a picture
is taken) (doesn't work every time)
-Mic still down
-1% battery (eppy's build didn't have it)
 
10-Feb-2012:
-Faster camera than Epsylon3's build (still no preview, but you can take more photos fast. if you exit camera app and want to take pictures again you have to
reboot)
-1% battery
 
4-Feb-2012:
-Basic Camera support for green lens (we have no previews but if you click on shutter a picture is taken, you have to exit camera to take another picture)
 
31-Jan-2012:
Â Feedback:--GodSlayer--:
Comes with Google Apps pre installed
Added Defy ROM Updater
Camera one step foward: There is shutter opening sound( or something of that sort ), Camera app doesn't just Force Close anymore. Still cannot connect to



camera
UI is somewhat faster.
 
What is Defy ROM Updater?
A ROM Manager like app, it allows to
Check for updates
Perform all wipes( Davlik, app, data )
Backuping and Restoring the ROM
Entering Recovery Mode.
 
29-Jan-2012:
Â Feedback:--GodSlayer--:
UI is much faster
3G Works rather well
Added Interface: Launcher, Interface:Themes, Launcher:System in settings
Added Personal:Profiles in Settings
Added System:Performance in Settings
Camera very very soon - when you usually open camera, there is that sound, in this build, it has that sound but camera app force closes.
Added Music app( CyanogenMod 7 )
Added Dev Tools - ( don't remember it in previous version, perhaps I am mistaken )
 
12-Jan-2012:
-Fix wifi
-Dual Storage Notification
-APNs
 
11-Jan-2012:
-Fix sensors
-mms.apk
-music.apk
-pin-code...etc


